Library Cluster Meeting
Collaboration Studio
4/19/13 - 1:30 p.m.

Attending:  Jeremy Bullian, Chair, Tollie Banker, Jacquelyn Cress, Alicia Ellison, Wendy Foley, Vic Harke, and Jeneice Sorrentino

Guest:  Karen Griffin:

Administrative Report - Karen Griffin: will submit the completed 2013-14 database survey to FLVC. Karen noted that future developmental classes in the State probably will face challenges due to legislative action. She also mentioned that MOOCs will be strongly encouraged by the State. Karen met with Clusters One and Two to discuss their recent program review, and, among other things, explained to them ways in which libraries can assist instructional faculty.

Ask-a-Librarian - Alicia Ellison - requested that the Cluster please make sure that each member covers their scheduled Ask-a-Librarian session or get a substitute.

Cluster Elections (2013-2015) - Jeremy Bullian. Elected were:
   Chair:  Wendy Foley
   Vice Chair:  Alicia Ellison
   Secretary:  Tollie Banker

Old Business:

   Academic Reorganization:  There was discussion concerning the college’s academic reorganization plans. We will consider providing feedback from the cluster perspective.

   PRIMO facets change - Jeremy has followed up and is still waiting to hear back.

   Pay4Print:  Brandon is doing pretty well although many cards are still not being recognized. There are a few students who have reoccurring sign in issues. SouthShore needs a second MPF for their students. Tollie has asked the Dean for assistance with this. Dale Mabry is still having problems. Student passwords won't work, computers have just now been set to print to specific printers rather than asking the student to select one of multiple printers. There is a continuing problem with potential students being sent by the Advisors to register at the Library. (They can’t register at the Library because they have no NetID.) Ybor has problems with Continuing Education and Operation College students since they can't log in. (They are not in the database.) After a discussion of printing from the community kiosk, it was determined that Ybor's kiosk prints without going through PHAROS; Brandon's kiosk print jobs must be manually released and Dale Mabry's kiosk won't print at all.

In response to Andrea's question, the Cluster would like PHAROS at the circulation desk computers. There was no interest in having ELLUCIAN on the circulation computers.
Roundtable:

Wendy Foley attended the Association of College and Research Libraries Conference April 10-13 in Indianapolis. She has e-mailed a report, as well as access information to the Virtual Conference.

Jeremy Bullian attended Computers in Libraries 2013 Conference (Washington, D.C.) and provided a report on his attendance.

The meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Wendy Foley, Secretary
Library Cluster